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Many of today’s manufacturers face a 

challenging question: Will they be able to sell 

their small motor or even appliance or other 

product containing a small electric motor in 

the United States beyond March 9, 2015?

Perhaps not!

Any manufacturer determined to overcome 

this possibility should certainly be aware 

and knowledgeable about the U.S. 

Department of Energy (DOE) regulations 

(10CFR Part 431 Subpart X) concerning 

small motor energy efficiency, specifically 

this statement: 

(a) Each small electric motor manufactured 

(alone or as a component of another piece 

of non-covered equipment) after March 

9, 2015, or in the case of a small electric 

motor which requires listing or certification 

by a nationally recognized safety testing 

laboratory, after March 9, 2017, shall have 

an average full load efficiency of not less 

than the following:

In the regulations, this statement is 

supported by tables of required minimum 

energy efficiency levels for most single and 

three-phase electric motors between 0.18 

and 3 horsepower.
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UL IDES is a leading global plastics information management solution that 

provides a searchable database of plastics and data sheet management services.

As a producer of appliances, you know how critical it is to quickly specify 

the right plastic the first time. More than 370,000 product designers and 

engineers save time finding the right plastic by relying on the UL IDES 

Prospector Plastics Database.

Prospector is an online service where you can access 85,000 technical data 

sheets from 875 manufacturers and 44,000 UL yellow card listings. As the 

industry standard, Prospector can help you quickly and accurately specify 

plastics, along with identify polymer sources by region or global availability.

For example, you have an application requiring good chemical resistance, 

stiffness, impact strength, hardness, and a UL V-0 rating, and prefer to use a 

polyamide available in North America. With Prospector’s Property Search you 

can translate many of these qualitative properties into quantitative searches 

and find the right materials. Then you can follow-up with individual suppliers 

to request quotes and availability.

For more information, visit www.ides.com/ul

UL IDES also offers data sheet management services (www.ides.com/

datasheets) and advertising opportunities (www.ides.com/advertise).

By Nathan Potter / Marketing Manager

Specifying Plastics for  
Appliances FAST!
Company highlight on UL IDES

Greetings, I hope 
you have had 
an enjoyable, 
safe summer. 

Our technical 
and business 
leaders are 
here to keep 
you informed 
on standards 

and regulatory changes, and this 
month’s edition will provide you 
with updates on small motors 
energy efficiency, the latest industry 
file reviews and exclusive White 
Papers from UL Thought Leadership. 
Furthermore, I am pleased to welcome 
UL IDES to the UL family, as they 
share in this edition, how to quickly 
specify plastics for appliances.

As the summer days get shorter, 
2013 is right around the corner. 

Stay tuned for ongoing developments 
and innovations here at UL, where 
we’re working hard to bring you and 
your products to market faster.

Best Regards,

Alberto Uggetti Global Vice 
President and General Manager, 
Appliances Industry
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A Letter From Alberto

Recognition
UL’s Joseph Antony named 2012 IEC 

1906 Award recipient.

The IEC TC72 leadership recognizes 

Joseph’s contribution to the success 

of the controls Technical Committee. 

Congratulations, Joseph.
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Download Our Latest White Papers

Reviews with 2012 effective dates:

Recently announced reviews:

Industry File Review (IFR) Corner

EFFECTIvE DATE STAnDARD nUMbER ACTIOn LETTER DATE OPERATIOnS COMPLETIOn DATE TITLE

2012-09-01 B140.2.1 2011-04-06 2012-08-01 Atomizing-type oil burners

2012-10-20 1083 2010-11-18 2012-09-06 Household Electric Skillets and 
Frying-Type Appliances

2012-10-31 60745 2 2009-05-06 2012-10-01 Hand-Held Motor-Operated Electric 
Tools - Part 2s (60745-2-2, -2-4, -2-6, 
-2-8, -2-9, 2-11, -2-12, -2-18, -2-20, 
-2-21)

2012-10-31 60745-1 2007-08-31  Hand-Held Motor-Operated Electric 
Tools - Safety - Part 1: General 
Requirements

2012-11-01 60745-1 2010-07-21 2012-10-01 Hand-Held Motor-Operated Electric 
Tools - Safety - Part 1: General 
Requirements

2012-11-30 1370 2011-09-09 2012-10-19 Unvented Alcohol Fuel Burning 
Decorative Appliances

2012-11-30 60745-2-16 2010-02-12 2012-10-31 Hand-Held Motor-Operated Electric 
Tools – Safety – Part 2-16: Particular 
Requirements for Tackers

EFFECTIvE DATE STAnDARD nUMbER ACTIOn LETTER DATE OPERATIOnS COMPLETIOn DATE TITLE

2014-03-31 60745-2-5 2012-05-11 2014-02-21 Hand-Held Motor-Operated Electric 
Tools – Safety – Part 2-5: Particular 
Requirements for Circular Saws

2013-10-18 858 2012-06-04 2013-09-18 Household Electric Ranges

2014-06-23 C22.2 NO. 46 2012-06-13 2014-05-26 Electric-air Heaters

2014-07-07 867 2012-06-22 2014-06-06 Electrostatic Air Cleaners

2013-10-31 Z62.1-11 2012-07-06 2013-09-30 Chain Saws

2014-10-06 484 2012-07-06 2014-09-08 Room Air Conditioners

2013-10-31 Z62.3-11 2012-07-09 2013-09-30 Chain saw kickback

2014-08-01 399 2012-08-03 2014-07-01 Standard for Safety for Drinking Water 
Coolers

2015-02-06 474 2012-09-xx xxxx-xx-xx Dehumidifiers

The Increasing Complexity  
of Appliance Motors
The need for new standards to address new technologies

Reducing Injury and Damage 

Related to Electric Dryer Fires

Fire Containment Tests for the Second Edition of UL 2158

White Paper:

Revisiting Flammable 

Refrigerants

http://lms.ulknowledgeservices.com/common/ncsresponse.aspx?

rendertext=applianceshvacthoughtleadership



India - An upcoming regulation change 

will require a manufacturer’s local Indian 

representative to compile a Technical 

Construction File (TCF) for the following 

appliance products. A test report from 

the Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS) or an 

accredited BIS laboratory will be required 

to satisfy the TCF requirements and the 

product will need to be marked with the 

appropriate Indian Standard (IS). The new 

regulation is tentatively set to be published 

on October 1, 2012, and will be enforced 

immediately after implementation.

By Sandeep Savant / Project Engineer 

GMA Update | India
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Share Your Thoughts:  
Appliance.advisor@ul.com

Sign up at:  
www.eepurl.com/f68y5
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Small Motor (continued from cover)

The impact of this regulation will be significant 

for overall energy consumption in the U.S.

Consider that 100 one horsepower motors 

that are 95% efficient deliver 12,735 BTU per 

hour of heat or roughly the equivalent of 

burning a pound of coal per hour!

Further consider that most one horsepower 

motors are nowhere near 95% efficient— 

on average, they are less than 80% efficient 

with smaller motors even much less 

efficient than that.

Why is motor energy efficiency important?

• 64-65% of all electricity generated in the 

U. S. is used to power electric motors.

• 4,119 million MWH = The total U.S. 

electrical energy consumption for 2009.

• 2,636 million MWH = The total amount 

of energy consumed by electric motors in 

the U.S. in 2009.

• $255.68 billion = The total cost of 

electricity to power electric motors in the 

U.S. in 2009.

• $2.557 billion = The total savings for every 

1% overall energy efficiency increase of 

electric motors.

For a manufacturer, where is the good news 

in all of this?

By a wide margin, most of the electric 

motors certified for safety in the U.S. are 

certified by UL. Having been in the motor 

business for well over 100 years, it is only 

natural that UL is the only nationally 

recognized safety testing and certification 

laboratory in the U.S. that is certified by the 

DOE to test to its requirements. 

One Stop Shopping
If you are selling your motors in the U.S., it is 

most likely that UL is already certifying your 

products for safety. UL can test and certify 

your products for compliance with the DOE 

Energy Efficiency requirements AT THE SAME 

TIME, and with one submittal process.

As always, UL is your partner in bringing safe 

and energy efficient products to market. 

Contact your UL representative or send an 

email to Al.Padilla@ul.com soon. Please 

don’t wait until March 8, 2015. 

Electronic clocks  IS 302-2:26:1994 Safety of household and similar electrical 
with Mains Powers  appliances: Part 2 Particular requirements:  
  Section 26 Clocks

Microwave Ovens IS 302-2-25:1994 Safety of household and similar electrical  
  appliances: Part 2 Particular requirements:  
  Section 25 Microwave ovens
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